
Code is identical, choice
of law softened

Python

License History

CWI License Agreement for Python
0.9.0 through 1.2 (from
http://docs.python.org/license.html)

CNRI License Agreement for Python
1.3 thru 1.5.2

CNRI says NOT licensed for download
(see URL
http://www.python.org/download/releases/1.6/license_faq/,
item 1)

CNRI License Agreement for Python 1.6

Has Virginia choice of law: URL:
http://www.handle.net/python_licenses/python1.6_9-5-00.html

CNRI License Agreement for Python
1.6.1 (URL
http://docs.python.org/license.html)

Dif 1.6 to 1.6.1

Misc references to dates, versions
numbers, release URL, copyright years

Virginia law now limited to warranties
and indemnities

BeOoen.com License Agreement for
Python 2.0 (URL
http://docs.python.org/license.html)

PSF License Agreement for Python
2.0.1 thru 3.2 (URL)
http://docs.python.org/license.html

Notes from python.org

From Executive Summary

"Everything added to Python since
version 2.0.1 is covered by the PSF
license, while some older portions of the
code are covered by the older licenses
lower down on the stack."

"The only significant right the PSF does
not have to this code is to re-license it.
This is the reason for the continued
existence of the older licenses in the
license stack."

From License FAQ

You must retain all copyright notices
found in the code you are redistributing
and include a copy of the PSF License
and all of the other licenses in the
Python "license stack " with the [Python]
software distribution

This set of notes also refers to "the
history of Python's development", but
his link only goes to the Python License
stack as listed at opensource.org

Note that the PSF license consists of
only the top license in the "license
stack" that is included in Python

SPDX Tracking Proposal: track
"Python License" separate from
"Python License Stack"

Python, regardless of version, should
be attributed to the stack

However, other project s can be
licensed specifically under the Python
License (which is ONLY the first
license in the "Python License Stack"

From the Python License FAQ: "Note
that the PSF license consists only of the
top license in the "license stack" that is
included in Python...When using the PSF
License with your project, you should
never include the other parts of the
Python license stack, such as the CNRI
license . . . Python has that history, but
your code does not"

License Stack:
differences between
Python Site and
opensource.org

PSF   Portion

Python site lists specific version of
Python in license rather than "this
software"

Python site extends copyright years to 2010

BEOOPEN.COM
Portion,
Section 1

Python site adds "("BeOpen")" after "BeOpen.com"

Python site adds "("Licensee")" after "Organization"

Python site adds "("the Software")" as a defined term

CNRI Portion

CNRI: changes from OSI Stand
Alone version of CNRI on
opensource.org to the CNRI
portion of the opensource.org
Python License Stack

In Section 1

Refers to Python 1.6. 1 software rather
than 1.6 beta 1 or 1.6 b1 software

REMOVES mention of August 4 release date

In Section 2

Changes "CNRIs" to "CNRI's"

Changes "non-exclusive" to
"nonexclusive"

Adds that CNRI's notice of copyright
must be maintained

The suffix on the persistent identifier
"handle" is changed from 1011 to 1013

A URL is provided that links to the new handle

In Section 3

Derivative works may be made available
to "others" rather than "the public"

"Include" replaces "Indicate"

"A brief summary" replaces "the nature"

"changes" replace "modifications"

"Python" replaces "THE SOFTWARE"

Interpretation

It appears that the stand alone CNRI
license on opensource.org is ONLY for
the licensing of the beta version of
python 1.6.1

No Changes between
opensource.org and python.org
portion of license stack

CWI Portion

No Changes between opensource.org
and python.org portion of license stack

Owners

CWI
0.9.0 thu 1.2

CNRI

1.3 thru 1.5.2Not licensed

1.6Licensed with Virginia choice of law

1.6.1Muted Virginia choice of law

BeOpen.com
2.0

PSF
2.0.1 thru 3.2Dif 3.2 to 2.01

CWI Section

"CWI PERMISSIONS STATEMENT AND
DISCLAIMER" changed to "CWI LICENSE
AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0
THROUGH 1.2"

CNRI Section

REMOVED: "OPEN SOURCE GPL
COMPATIBLE"

ADDED: "for python 1.6.1"

BPOPEN Section

"BPOPEN.COM TERMS AND
CONDITIONS" changed to "BPOPEN.COM
LICENSE AGREEMENT"

Python Section

Python Software Foundation spelled out

"Version 2" Added

Additional Copyright years added

Product Version Numbers removed from
body of license (now are changed only in
license title)

"Python Software" references changed
to "this software ("Python")"

Development History

1990s: CWI: Originally created by
Guido van Rossum

1995: CNRI: Guido continues work

2000: BeOpen.com forms BeOpen
PythonLabs team

2001: Python Software Corporation formed
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